HHT by the Numbers

1.4 Million People are estimated to have HHT

- 120,000 Total Estimated HHT Population
- 30,000 Total Undiagnosed
- 10,000 Total Diagnosed

Only 1 in 10 have been successfully diagnosed.

50% The chance of passing HHT on to your child

12.5 Years The average time it takes to be diagnosed with HHT

90% The chance symptoms will begin by the teen years

Hereditary Hemorrhagic Telangiectasia

HHT is a genetic disease that causes malformed blood vessels, leading to sudden and extreme bleeding throughout the body. The most obvious symptoms are chronic nosebleeds and red spotting on the skin.

If any of these signs sound familiar, contact Cure HHT at www.curehht.org, hhinfo@curehht.org or 410-357-9932. Cure HHT is the only nonprofit in America dedicated to finding a cure for HHT and creating a community of support for patients.